
 

Cosmetic Spygery 
 
Spotlights shined columns of light towards the moon and         

stars, and the neon signs illuminated the palm trees across the           
sandy beach outside of the arena. A drumbeat echoed and          
danced across the water and through the streets of Buenos Aires           
that evening, and those privileged enough to attend the expo          
found their seats by the main stage. Anxious for the show to            
start, the crowd stood and clapped to the music pulsating from           
the sound system. 

On the giant screens besides the stage, animated shapes         
colored white, blue, and purple blobbed and morphed into         
questions.  

“Need a second chance for a first impression?”  
“Beauty is in the face of our clients — will you be beautiful             

with us?” 
“Will you join us in the future of skin care?” 
One audience member answered all of the questions aloud,         

but no one else noticed him. 
Hanging above the stage was a banner which read, “Lotions          

and Potions by Estrangello: Unlock Your Dreams With Our         
Silky Creams.” 

The lights dimmed and the rhythmic clapping of the crowd          
dissipated into applause. Giant numbers counted down on the         
screens the crowd cheered louder and louder. When the timer          
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reached zero, the screens blanked out, the music stopped, and a           
voice spoke over the PA. 

“Close your eyes and touch your cheek. Now don’t be scared           
and worry about what the person next to you is thinking. Go            
ahead, try.” 

Everyone in the stadium looked around, shrugged their        
shoulders, and closed their eyes while placing their fingers on          
their cheek. 

The voice over the PA said, “Now gently circle your fingers           
on your cheeks.” 

A rough scraping sound swelled in the crowd. 
“Now what did that sound like to you? Open your eyes.” 
New age music faded in and droned as footage of a man            

sanding down a piece of wood displayed on the screens. 
“Or was it more like this?” 
Footage of a hand picking up barbeque wings was on the           

screen now. 
“Does it feel like you have to do this much work before you             

have to leave the house?” 
The tranquil soundtrack continued while the video showed a         

rake scraping a gravel sidewalk. 
“What if you could have back the skin that you did when            

you were a baby? Smooth, silken, and without spot or blemish.           
Well you can today. Please welcome the exemplar of everything          
epidural, Estrangello Estacio!” 

The drumbeat picked back up and pulsed through the floor          
of the stadium while the crowd cheered and whistled at the           
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name of Estrangello. Blue and purple spotlights converged in         
the middle of the stage and a man rose up from a platform             
obscured by the fog machines. A deep male voice chanted over           
the PA with the song, “E! E! Estrangello! E E E Estrangell!”            
Wavy blonde hair with specks of glitter shimmered atop the          
head of Estrangello, and the blue and purple lights reflected          
beams of light off of his golden jacket and diamond studded           
gloves. As he smiled, Estrangello’s pearly white teeth brightened         
the arena from the middle of his bronzen face. 

“Bienvenidos! Welcome! Bienvenue! Willkommen! Yokoso!”     
said Estrangello with his heavy Spanish accent into the         
microphone. “The fyoo-chur iz tooday!” The audience was still         
applauding his entrance. 

A man in jeans and a sports coat walked onstage holding           
another microphone and the music faded away. Estrangello        
spoke in Spanish and the other man translated for the crowd. 

“¿Y si? What if? What if we could start again? Could we ever             
go back to our childhoods?” asked Estrangello through his         
translator. “For those who don’t know, I was raised here in           
Argentina. I spent countless evenings staring into the mirror,         
hypnotized by my beautiful and naturally shining skin.” 

Pictures from Estrangello’s childhood cycled on the screen:        
Him as a five-year-old in a canoe, as an older boy in a tree with a                
snail in his hand, and as a teenager standing in front of crops on              
a terraced plot cut into the side of a mountain. In all of his              
pictures, Estrangello’s bright white smile contrasted with his        
bronzen face. 
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“I lamented laboring for my father in the tropical sun day           
after day, always damaging the essence of my greatest gift — my            
skin. Every evening after working the fields, I wandered the          
beaches, jungles, and farms, collecting all of the fruits and          
vegetables I could find for their oils. I tried to make whatever            
mixture I could to take care of my sensitive and spectacular skin. 

“One evening I climbed up a coconut tree by a beach, but I             
slipped and fell to the ground.” 

As Estrangello recounted the story, a cartoon animation        
played on the screen of the story. 

“I was knocked out from the fall. I woke up hours later past             
midnight and felt a strange sensation all over my body. I looked            
down and saw dozens of snails crawling on my skin. At first I             
was uncomfortable from the sight, but the feeling of their slime           
on my arms, shoulders, legs, and feet soothed me. 

“When I returned home and tiptoed through the living         
room, my papa rose from the couch and began to scold me. But             
as he grabbed me by the arm and turned on the lights, he             
stopped and looked at me, saying ‘Son. How long have you had            
such silky skin. Your arms, your face, your… beauty!’ I knew my            
life’s passion and purpose. 

“Many years later, after countless nights of studying in         
college, countless failures in business, and all of the ups and           
downs of life, Estrangello Epidermis Enterprises revolutionized       
the world of skincare in 1985. We rejuvenated the faces of           
millions around the planet.” 
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Estrangello pointed to the stadium displays and a bottle of          
cream shaped like a snail spun on the screens. The audience           
clapped a little. 

“Smooth Snailin’! The staple of our product line for over          
three decades! Our company started the trend of using natural          
animal byproducts to enhance and preserve your skin’s innate         
beauty. Although many have copied our approach to skin care,          
we still lead trends with hit after hit.” 

The screens showed a sleeping woman wearing a facial mask          
made of honey combs, with bees flying in and out of the            
hexagonal cells. 

“A decade later, wrinkles became a worry of the past by           
using the fresh honey of worker bees. Bee-uty Sleep gave          
everyone who couldn’t afford a Hollywood plastic surgeon a         
chance to look young forever. 

“But Estrangello Enterprise’s imagination doesn’t end with       
cosmetology! Many surgeons have utilized our      
Go-Go-Gossamer medical treatments, using tiny spiders to       
climb in lacerations to seal hard-to-stitch places. 

The screens displayed a tube being squeezed and miniature         
spiders crawling out and into a cut. 

“But where do we go from here? Look at yourselves — you            
all have that youthful, Estrangello shimmer to your faces. 

The crowd looked away from the stage and gazed left and           
right at each other. Each member of the audience had a bronze            
face like Estrangello from using his products for decades. 
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Speaking more through his translator, Estrangello said,       
“Scientists have concluded that our skin cells completely replace         
themselves every seven years. But what if this natural,         
seven-year process of our bodies only took seven seconds?         
What if our faces had a second chance? If you could leave this             
presentation with the face of a newborn child, would you treat           
your skin just as well as you would them?” 

The video screens displayed a baby in a diaper crawling          
towards a teddy bear. 

“What if I told you that this is possible for everyone here            
tonight?” 

The crowd cheered and the head of the teddy bear on the            
screen morphed into Estrangello’s head as the baby hugged it. It           
winked at the audience. 

Estrangello took off his gloves and jacket and handed them          
to his translator. Clapping his hands together and then         
extending an arm towards him, Estrangello said, “¡Mi asistente y          
amigo, Alberto!” The audience clapped and Alberto bowed and         
stepped offstage. 

“Pleez exkooz my poor Eenglish,” said Estrangello, “but I         
must say theez part myself. Today eez my thirtieth yearz in the            
world of skeen care. But much more importance eez some-ting          
we have worked on at Estrangello Lab for over ten yearz! I            
would like to showing you—” 

The crowd started to applaud over Estrangello’s speech as         
they saw his assistant Alberto return to the stage holding a cake            
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with many candles lit upon it. The stadium screens displayed,          
“Thirty Years of Beautiful Skin!” 

Alberto brought the cake in front of his boss and Estrangello           
placed his hands on his cheeks. 

“Alberto,” said Estrangello. “It’z already so hot up here in          
theez lightz!” 

The crowd laughed and Alberto smiled and said, “Ha ha ha.           
Estrangello, as important as your big announcement will be, we          
wanted to first tell you how much we appreciate your genius and            
dedication to making the world so beautiful. Here’s to another          
thirty years of innovation and success!” 

“Wow,” replied Estrangello. “So many candles!” 
Estrangello leaned over the cake and took a deep breath to           

blow out the candles, but their flames drew near to his face and             
reacted with his makeup. The crowd gasped in horror as they           
saw a green and pink fireball explode and envelop Estrangello’s          
face. 

“Nyeerrrr! NYERAGHHHH!” screamed the beauty genius      
in a high pitched, blood curdling scream. He waved his arms           
and darted back and forth on the stage with his face and hair on              
fire. The soundman for the expo stood in his chair and leaned            
his hand on the soundboard, accidentally hitting a button that          
resumed the dance music for a few seconds as stagehands          
rushed the stage and threw a blanket over Estrangello to          
extinguish the fire. 

The chest of Estrangello heaved up and down underneath         
the blanket and the audience gasped as he arose and the           
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coverings fell off his body, revealing a charred and skinless face.           
He picked the microphone back up and the stadium screens          
zoomed in on his monstrous countenance. 

His eyes scanned back and forth over the crowd in their           
sockets and he said into the microphone, “Who will join us?” 

Alberto ran to the scorched Estrangello and handed him a          
bottle and a hand towel. After pouring some cream into the           
towel, Estrangello wrapped it around his head and the lights in           
the stadium dimmed. All was quiet. 

A few moments passed and Estrangello’s voice spoke over         
the PA. “Who will join us? Who will join us in the fyoochur of              
skin care?” 

The screens came back on in the stadium and blinded the           
crowd. As their eyes readjusted, a spinning tube of cream was           
projected on the stadium screens and Estrangello’s voice said,         
“Introducing Molt, by Estrangello!” 

The spotlights came back on and shined center stage, and          
there stood Estrangello, with his bronzen face looking better         
than ever and his blonde hair glittering in the neon light show.            
He held his arms up with the towel in one hand and the tube of               
Molt in the other. 

“Compleet skin regeneration in only seven sekundz!” 
The drumbeat played over the PA and the crowd was in an            

uproar. Estrangello bowed and Alberto spoke. 
“After fifteen years of researching the regenerative       

properties of the blue milk frogs of the Amazon rainforest, we           
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have used their natural secretions to engineer the most advanced          
skin care technology in the world: Molt, by Estrangello.” 

The screens displayed, “Available in retailers worldwide next        
Friday.” 

Alberto continued, “But before he leaves and I resume our          
presentation, Estrangello has a present for each and every one          
of you here tonight. Go ahead and check beneath your seats!” 

Everyone in the crowd felt under their chairs and detached          
the small packages taped below. 

“Your very own bottle of Molt and a limited edition          
Estrangello PEZ candy dispenser! Lift up little PEZ        
Estrangello’s head and it will compliment your beauty and         
dispense Estrangello-flavored candy!” 

Alberto took out his own candy dispenser to demonstrate         
and pulled back the miniature Estrangello head, which said,         
“You arre my most byoo-tiful cuztomer.” 

The audience clapped and Estrangello bowed. A journalist in         
the crowd whispered to another, “Oh man, last year someone          
won tickets to Estrangello’s Carribean Mansion and got to test          
the batteries in all of his smoke detectors.” 

Alberto said, “Estrangello would like to thank all of you for           
your dedication for three decades and counting. And remember,         
our vision of a beautiful world begins in the balm of your            
hands.” 

Estrangello blew kisses to his audience and the blue and          
purple spotlights followed his walk offstage. The audience        
clapped to the beat of his exit music. 
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“E. E. Estrangello. E E E Estrangello.” 
Stepping out of a side door surrounded by two bodyguards,          

Estrangello walked to the pier behind the seaside arena, where          
his golden speedboat floated by the dock. The demo music and           
the voice of Alberto reverberated from the stadium and gentle          
waves splashed amidst the sounds of the men’s feet stomping          
across the boardwalk. Standing in front of Estrangello’s boat         
was a man with a goatee, wearing a sailor’s cap and sunglasses.            
He had a tan, hispanic complexion, and he also wore white           
pants and a blue sports coat. 

Almost walking past the man waiting on the dock,         
Estrangello stopped and asked, “Everytheeng quiet toonight?” 

“No problems out here, Meezter Estrangello,” replied the        
man with the goatee in an accent heavier than Estrangello’s. He           
kept his gaze forward. 

“Bien,” replied Estrangello. The beautician slipped a       
hundred dollar bill into the front pocket of the man with the            
goatee. 

“Muchas gracias, Estrangello. Thank you for using our        
facilities this evening.” 

Before the man with the goatee turned his head while saying           
thanks, Estrangello was already in his golden speedboat and one          
of his bodyguards started the engine. The moonlight’s reflection         
waved in the water behind the departing boat and Estrangello          
and his company disappeared around the buildings up the         
shoreline. 
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The man with the goatee and sunglasses turned away from          
the sea and walked back towards the stadium. His posture was           
upright and his pace was hurried. With subtle turns of his head            
to the left and right, the man surveyed his surroundings and           
walked to where several dumpsters stood adjacent to the         
stadium. He squeezed himself between two of the containers         
and behind them, where a man sat on the ground with his hands             
and legs bound by plastic wire. He was only wearing his boxers. 

“Thanks for the outfit,” said the man with the goatee while           
he began to take off his coat and pants. He reached under one             
of the dumpsters and took out a plastic bag containing another           
set of clothes. 

The tied up man looked at the man with the goatee changing            
and murmured muffled sounds through the duct tape over his          
lips. 

“Quiet!” said the man with the goatee. “There’s just one          
more thing.” He finished changing into his black jeans and a           
black t-shirt and then pulled out a knife. The captured man           
shook his head no. 

“Let’s make a deal,” he said while dropping a knife and a roll             
of one hundred dollar bills in front of the tied up man. “You             
can cut yourself free and keep the cash, but you must never            
eh-speak to anyone about tonight. Otherwise, you will be         
eh-seeing me again — and I won’t be so nice. ¿Comprendes?” 

The tied up man shook his head up and down with his eyes             
wide open. 
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“Eh-splendid. Buenos noches mi amigo,” said the man with         
the goatee and dark clothes. He left the tied-up man behind as            
he walked back in front of the dumpsters and looked out           
towards the sea. 

Raising his wrist close to his mouth, the man with the goatee            
and sunglasses spoke into his watch. “This is Agent eh-Scorpio.          
I have planted the tracker on Estrangello’s eh-speed boat. I will           
contact once I’m back in my hotel room. Over and out.” 

Agent Scorpio climbed down the side of the pier and seated           
himself on a jetski hidden in the shadow of the dock. The            
engine growled as Scorpio rode off into the moonlight. 

 
Not a cloud obscured the sun in the clear blue sky. The palm             

trees swayed from a gentle breeze and seagulls hovered in the air            
above as if dangled from a thread. A stretch limousine stopped           
in front of a restaurant located in the barrio’s square, the Plaza            
de Mayo. 

The driver stepped out and opened the rear door of the           
limousine, and Estrangello stepped out wearing white pants and         
a red velvet shirt with the first five buttons undone. Alberto           
followed behind as they walked to the host behind a wooden           
podium in front of the restaurant. 

“Ah, Mr. Estrangello,” said the host in Spanish, “Welcome         
to the Gran Victoria! It is our pleasure to have you here again!             
Right this way.” The host lead Alberto and Estrangello into the           
cafe. 
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The aroma of coffee beans mixed in the air with the clanging            
sounds of the busboy collecting dishes at a table nearby. Already           
waiting at the guests’ table was a pale skinned man wearing a            
grey suit, who shook Estrangello and Alberto’s hands as they          
seated themselves. 

“Muchos gracias for your time, Mr. Estrangello,” said the         
man in the grey suit. 

Alberto translated for Estrangello in English, “And thank        
you for meeting here at my request. I always prefer to conduct            
my government affairs in the presence of others, lest the public           
worry that a man of my status has something to hide. And what             
better place to meet than my favorite cafe in my country?” 

The government official in the grey suit nodded and said,          
“And what better city to reveal your masterpiece than where you           
sold your first bottle of lotion? That was a marvelous          
presentation last night. You shocked and delighted the entire         
world of cosmetics.” 

Estrangello smiled and his pearly white teeth reflected the         
sun coming through the cafe windows. The government official         
had to put on his sunglasses and said under his breath, “So            
beautiful…” 

A waiter wearing sunglasses came over and said, “Welcome         
to the Gran Victoria! And no need to ask for your usual,            
Estrangello.” The waiter put a mug on the table in front of the             
beauty genius and the milk in his was poured in the shape of an              
E. 

“May I take the rest of your drink orders?” 
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While Alberto and the government official ordered their        
coffee, the waiter took a towel out to wipe the sweat off of his              
forehead, which was sweating from the sunshine glowing off of          
Estrangello’s smile. The waiter walked away from the table to          
put their orders in, but a customer two tables over flagged him            
down to ask a question. 

“How can I help you this time?” asked the waiter, forcing a            
smile. 

The customer replied with his nose and face buried behind          
the menu, “I am ready to order my breakfast.” 

“Finally hungry after having coffee for two hours?” 
“Si. I would like to have toast with eh-strawberry jam, one           

eh-slice of ham, and two eggs.” Lowering the menu from his           
face, Agent Scorpio looked at the waiter in the eyes and said,            
“eh-Scrambled eggs, not eh-sunny-side-up.” 

“Will that be all?” asked the waiter wiping his face dry again. 
“One more favor. Could you please lower the music? I am           

having difficulty eh-solving my newspaper’s eh-sudoku.” 
“Con mucho gusto,” said the waiter as he walked away from           

Agent Scorpio. With each passing minute at the restaurant, the          
room glowed brighter and hotter from the sunshine reflecting         
off of Estrangello’s teeth. The agent leaned his ear towards the           
meeting two tables over. 

“So the inspection will commence tomorrow when the lab         
reopens at two,” said the government official while taking off          
his grey jacket. His inside shirt was soaked to the skin in sweat.             
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“It’s so kind of you to give your factory workers a siesta; I wish              
more employers were as kind as you, Mr. Estrangello. 

Alberto translated his employer’s words, “It is of nothing.         
We must treat our employees with respect before we ask the           
same back from them. And we are thankful to you for notifying            
us of your audits, but you are always welcome to show up            
unannounced.” 

The waiter came back to the table with Angelo and the           
official’s coffee and took everyone’s order for breakfast. Agent         
Scorpio was writing down everything he heard from the meeting          
into the blank spaces of his crossword puzzle. 

 
Across  16. Popular term for the act of putting off important                       

responsibilities: GOVT. MEETINGS 
Down  11. The children on the yellow bus sang because they were                         

excited for their first day as FACTORY WORKERS 
 
The restaurant became so hot and bright that the manager          

came out and ordered the waiters to apply sunblock to the cafe’s            
patrons. 

“Do you smell that?” Angelo asked Estrangello. 
“Copper Cranberry Fusion, SPF 45,” replied Estrangello.       

“Es clasico.” 
Angelo turned to the government official and said, “The         

sunblock the waiter is rubbing on your chest is an old favorite of             
Estrangello’s. We stopped producing our edible sunblocks a few         
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years ago, but it should still be good. Smear some of it on your              
scone.” 

Once the sun outside rose past the cafe window,         
Estrangello’s glowing reflection dimmed and everyone in the        
restaurant could barely see as their eyes adjusted to the darker           
lighting. One busboy tripped over a chair and spilled bits of eggs            
and hashbrowns all over Estrangello’s shirt and chest. Many         
people gasped and the restaurant fell silent. The busboy, with          
his mouth wide open in shock, looked at Estrangello as he           
wiped his mouth and stood up from his chair. 

Speaking in Spanish to the busboy, Estrangello put his hands          
on the shoulders of the young man and asked, “What is your            
name, boy?” 

“My name is Hernando,” replied the bus boy while looking          
down. 

“And how much do they pay you here?” 
“Two hundred pesos a week…” 
“And how much do you think my shirt cost me?” 
Hernando continued looking down and didn’t reply. 
Estrangello said, “Look up at me! I am talking to you!” 
Looking up at Estrangello’s bronzen face, Hernando noticed        

the beautician’s drawn-on purple eyebrows and glitter in his         
eyelashes. 

“This shirt,” said Estrangello. “Cost me two years of your          
wages.” 

“I’m so sorry. I’m so so sorry Mr. Estrangello.” 
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“I’m a man who values his time. Are you prepared to make it             
up to me?” 

Estrangello undid the last two buttons of his red velvet shirt           
and handed it to Hernando, now standing shirtless before the          
cafe’s staff and customers. Estrangello reached in his back         
pocket and handed the busboy a wad of cash. 

“Could you please buy me another shirt like it and take this            
to the dry cleaner? Oh, and keep the change. There should be            
enough to last you the next five years.” 

Everyone in the restaurant clapped at the spectacle and         
Estrangello bowed. Hernando was in tears, thanking Estrangello        
again and again. 

Agent Scorpio took the last few bites of his breakfast while           
he saw Alberto and Estrangello shake hands with the         
government official. His concentration broke when the waiter        
came over. 

The waiter said, “Here is your check when you’re ready and a            
box for your leftovers. Would you like your coffee to go?” 

Agent Scorpio said, “Si” and looked back over while he          
reached in his pocket and handed cash to the waiter. “Keep the            
change.” 

Alberto and the shirtless Estrangello got up from their seats          
and headed towards the door. Agent Scorpio kept his eyes glued           
on them as he poured his coffee into his takeout box and            
followed them outside. Once outside, the agent saw the driver          
close the back door of Estrangello’s vehicle and walk towards          
the front. 
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Once the limousine went down the street, the agent held his           
watch up to his face and said, “This is eh-Scorpio. I’ve surveyed            
Estrangello. He’s in his eh-stretch-limo. I will communicate        
more details from the hotel. Operation Make-Over will        
commence tomorrow. Over and out.” 

 
The truck slid to a stop on the muddy jungle road. The            

driver left the engine running and the wipers going as he got out             
to the ran over to the man laying in the middle of the road. 

“My God,” said the driver as he noticed a motorcycle          
smoking and lying on its side offroad. “Are you okay?” 

Breathing heavily through his helmet and with his chest         
heaving beneath his leather jacket, the motorcyclist replied,        
“Yes, but my leg… could you lift me up?” 

“Yes… yes.” The driver put the motorcyclist’s arm around         
his shoulder and stood up. After a few awkward paces, the           
driver asked, “What happened?” 

Speaking through his helmet, the motorcyclist replied, “I        
took a bad eh-spill. Now…” 

The driver heard a click and looked to see a gun pointed at             
his chest. 

The motorcyclist said, “Reach for the eh-skies.” 
Stepping in front of the driver and lifting up his visor, Agent            

Scorpio looked in the driver’s eyes and said, “eh-Sweet dreams.”          
In an instant, the agent knocked the driver over the head with            
the handle of his gun and lifted him over his shoulders, carrying            
him off the side of the road behind the trees. 
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One minute later, Agent Scorpio emerged out of the trees          
wearing the driver’s uniform. He stepped into the idling truck          
and drove down the road into a gated facility, which had a sign             
saying, “Estrangello Cosmetics: Lotion Laboratories.” He      
backed the truck into the delivery dock. 

Before stepping out of the truck in his brown delivery          
uniform, Agent Scorpio took off his sunglasses and pasted his          
fake five o’clock shadow on his face. He held up his watch and             
said, “This is eh-Scorpio. Commencing Operation Make-Over.       
Over and out.” 

A guard met the disguised Scorpio at the dock’s door and let            
him in to open the back of the truck. 

“Delivery invoice, please,” said the guard. 
Scorpio replied while raising the back door of the trailer,          

“One moment, please. I saw an item on the bill which looked            
out of place.” He took the invoice out of his back pocket and             
handed it to the guard. 

After inspecting a few pages, the guard was looking down at           
the papers and said, “I don’t see anything out of place? What do             
you see?” 

“Your face!” 
Agent Scropio roundhouse kicked the guard’s face through        

the paper and broke his nose. After running towards the          
stumbling guard, Agent Scorpio put him in a sleeper hold and           
said, “eh-Sweet dreams” as his victim passed out. The agent          
dragged the knocked out guard into the truck and switched          
outfits with him 
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Now with the guard’s clearance card and a map which          
showed the locations of all of the restaurants and rides in the            
facility, Agent Scorpio took out a pen and drew a line from the             
delivery dock, through the hallways, and to the manufacturing         
facility. 

“Left, right, right, eh-straight, eh-straight, eh-straight,”      
murmured Agent Scorpio as he memorized the directions. “I’ve         
got you now.” 

As Agent Scorpio walked the white and sterile halls of the           
facility, he looked down and saw his confiscated pants were too           
short to walk around without arousing suspicion. 

“eh-Sweet dreams,” said Scorpio as he knocked out another         
guard for a bigger pair of pants. 

“eh-Sweet dreams.” Another guard for a nicer pair of shoes. 
Leaving a bathroom stall where he left another subdued         

guard to swap contact lenses with a better prescription, Agent          
Scorpio saw a sign next to the sink: “All employees must wash            
clothes before returning to work.” 

“High eh-standards, Estrangello.” 
Agent Scorpio reentered the hallways and saw another sign         

ahead which read, “Attention All Guards. Entering Chemical        
Processing. HIGHLY FLAMMABLE. Use only tranquilizer      
rounds beyond this point.” 

The undercover agent walked upright and kept his pace as he           
walked past the windows overlooking the scientists, machinery,        
and metal vats in the lab below. In his subtle glances, Agent            
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Scorpio noticed three men in business attire walking the floor          
down below. 

The government official carried a clipboard followed behind        
Estrangello and Alberto. As he stopped and gazed up and down           
at one of the metal vats, the official said, “This is all so             
fascinating, Estrangello. All of your equipment is whisper-quiet.        
And you said you cut most of your production time by…?” 

“Sixty percent,” said Alberto on behalf of Estrangello. 
The official replied, “Amazing. And did you find yourselves         

overstaffed after streamlining your process?” 
Alberto translated, “No! We always use our extra assets to          

capitalize and reward, not to minimize! Any time we gain is           
invested into new research and projects that interest our         
workers. Our best developments have been a result of this          
process. It’s win-win. 

Alberto said something to Estrangello in Spanish.       
Estrangello nodded and clapped his hands together, with his         
gold chains rattling around his wrists. 

Estrangello continued through Alberto, “And it was       
precisely this approach in our business that resulted in our most           
advanced product to date: Molt.” 

The official said, “Ah, yes. That was from your research          
from the Amazon Milk Frogs, correct? And to my         
understanding, you raise and harvest their byproducts in this         
facility?” 

“Yes, and that will be our next stop for your inspection.           
Right this way please…” 
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The three men went down a staircase in the back of the lab             
and through a dimly lit hallway. As they approached the door at            
the end, a chorus of croaks and ribbits resonated louder and           
louder. Alberto opened the door for his boss and the official           
and everyone walked inside. 

They stood on a steel catwalk with small lights embedded on           
the railing. The government official couldn’t see anything in the          
dark and noisy space below them. 

“I hear the frogs, but do they need to stay in the dark like              
this? It’s really sticky in here,” said the official. 

“Sunrise!” exclaimed Estrangello. 
A blinding light rose in the far corner of the room and            

illuminated everything. The government official looked below       
and saw trees, streams, vegetation, and frogs hopping about         
through the grass. The room was the size of an airplane hanger            
and the ceiling looked like the daytime sky. 

“A simulated rainforest,” translated Alberto, “the perfect       
environment for our frogs to thrive. No predators, abundant         
insects for food, and plenty of rain to have mating season all            
year round. A veritable utopia like nowhere else for them.” 

The government official had his hands on the rails and          
looked all around. “There must be thousands,” he said. 

“About twelve-thousand and five-hundred as of last month,”        
said Alberto. “And there are more every day.” 

“And how exactly do you use them for your product?” 
“The frogs have regenerative properties much like starfish,        

and we have found this restorative essence in the fluids they           
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secrete when emotionally excited. But our environment is so         
stimulating to them that they naturally produce a sufficient         
supply on their own without any negative psychological impact.         
We capture hundred a day to harvest what we can and release            
them back after a week.” 

“Fascinating,” said the official. 
Alberto said, “Now, if you please, follow us to the harvesting           

room and that should be our last stop for the inspection.” 
“Very well.” 
The men returned to the hallway and entered another door          

nearby. They stood in a control room, and on the other side of a              
glass window were rows upon rows of frogs inside plastic cages.           
A man in a clean room suit wearing a mask entered from the             
harvesting area and saluted Estrangello and company before he         
took a seat at the control console. 

Alberto placed his hand on his belt as he felt his phone            
vibrate and he picked up the call. 

“¿Si? ¿Que? ¿¡Intruso!?” 
In a moment Alberto dropped his phone, took his gun off of            

his belt, and fired a tranquilizer round into the neck of the man             
in the clean room suit. 

“What in the world?” said the official. 
The tranquilized man slumped over on the floor and Alberto          

walked towards him, saying, “I knew something was off.”         
Pulling the mask off of the man, Alberto revealed the face of            
Agent Scorpio to Estrangello and the official. 
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“I had seeing theez man beefore,” said Estrangello to the          
official and Alberto in English. “He has a freckle on the side of             
his neck.” Estrangello bent down and turned the agent’s head.          
“I had seeing him two dayz in a row and thought it waz by              
chance. I had seeing him after the expo and the next day at the              
cafe. He haz been following us, Alberto. He iz in for an especial             
treat.” 

 
Agent Scorpio heard the trickling of water as he opened his           

eyes. He saw a glass roof above and a table in front of him with               
a covered silver platter on it. Around him were artificial plants           
and water fixtures that looked like a quiet garden. His hands and            
feet were tied to the chair he sat upon and he was wearing a              
white blue bathrobe. 

A voice spoke from behind, “No gadgets, no offsite         
weapons, no signal from the watch on your wrist, and an old cell             
phone which has no contacts or call history. We must be           
confident in our abilities.” 

Walking around the table in a pink bathrobe, Estrangello         
took the seat across from Agent Scorpio. His bronzen face was           
covered in green facial cream and cucumber slices were stuck to           
his eyes. 

“Your English,” said the agent. “Where is your accent?” 
“The public is easily charmed by someone who struggles         

with what people normally take for granted. It works like pitying           
someone who has to use crutches or a cane without any of the             
petty morality behind it. But I am surprised that you, a person            
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who has an accent yourself, would notice. You must be a very            
perceptive spy, Mr…” 

“eh-Scorpio.” 
“Mr. EhScorpio…” 
“Not eh-EhScorpio. Just eh-Scorpio. Now untie me from        

this chair before I knock you out and change your clothes with            
mine.” 

Estrangello laughed and the cucumber slices fell off of his          
eyes and onto his bronze chest. He looked down and slid the            
cucumbers somewhere else on his chest underneath his robes         
and said, “It’s important to moisturize these too.” 

Looking up into the Agent Scorpio’s eyes, Estrangello said,         
“I must thank you for only incapacitating my men. We once had            
an intruder who nearly killed a scientist in our labs. It turned out             
he was sent by Antoine Allure Affiliates from France. Now,          
who is it that sent you? What brings you here?” 

Agent Scorpio replied, “That… is an eh-secret.” 
“Don’t pretend to be so loyal. I know you wouldn’t risk so            

much if not for a hefty sum of money. Now who sent you? It              
couldn’t be any government; I am an ethical man in my business            
practices. Are you from Brazilian Beauticians? Glamour and        
Glitter Conglomerates?” 

Agent Scorpio stared at Estrangello. 
“Well,” said Estrangello, “I’m in no rush at the moment, but           

if I have to wait around I might as well make use of the time we                
have together.” Estrangello leaned over and lifted the lid of the           
silver platter to reveal a plate of pink jello with a silver spoon. 
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“You must be hungry, Mr. Scorpio. And I need to try out my             
new product on as many individuals as I can.” In his pink robe,             
Estrangello stood up and scooped some of the gelatin onto the           
spoon. 

Agent Scorpio said, “It must be nice for your kids to be born             
with an eh-silver eh-spoon in their mouths.” 

“Ha ha ha,” laughed Estrangello. “I will teach them to work           
as hard in their passions as I did to succeed in this world.             
Now… chew.” Estrangello forced the gelatin into Scorpio’s        
mouth. 

“Eghck,” said Scorpio after he tasted and swallowed the         
tangy flavor. “This is very eh-strange jello.” 

Estrangello replied, “Smellatin Gelatin! Since I’ve mastered       
our visual beauty, why not make all of our bodily functions and            
odors just as delightful? With only a cup of Smellatin Gelatin a            
day, there will no longer be a need to deodorize any part of             
ourselves. Imagine if the harder you worked out at the gym, the            
more you smelled like lilacs? But it doesn’t stop with our sweat.            
What if you smelled fresh strawberries when it was time to           
change your baby’s diaper? Or if passing gas was now          
something everyone in the room looked forward to? Smell my          
armpits.” 

Agent Scorpio writhed in his chair as Estrangello got close. 
“Hawaiian breeze,” said Estrangello. 
“Grow up Estrangello. People are forgetting to appreciate        

life as it truly is by buying into your fantasizes of beauty and a              
life without inconvenience.” 
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Estrangello took a bite of the Smellatin Gelatin and stood          
across the table from Scorpio. After swallowing his bite, he said           
“I am only solving the problems we encounter all day. That is            
how business works, Mr. Scorpio. And now for the next order           
of business — if I am going to keep you in this facility for any               
length of time, we cannot have your rough skin scratching and           
scraping our uniforms and furniture.” 

Estrangello took off his pink robe and held his arms out,           
displaying his bronzen and hairless body, his cheetah boxers,         
and cucumber nipples. 

“Is this not beauty? Is this not desire? I have not applied a             
dab of cream or a razor to my body in over two years, and now               
I am going to bring you up to standards with the same privileges             
I give myself.” 

Estrangello hit a button on his side of the table and a tube             
rose out of the grass on the ground. Inside was a rolled up white              
sleeping bag, which Estrangello picked up and rolled out onto          
the ground. After the bag was unzipped and unfolded, Agent          
Scorpio gagged as he saw inside were hundreds and thousands          
of snails crawling on each other. A constant splatting sound          
accompanied the sight. 

“Bed of Snails,” said Estrangello. “Now my customers can         
feel experience the most defining moment of my childhood so          
many years ago on the beach. While you sleep, they rejuvenate           
your skin and gently nibble away the hairs of your body, and            
each morning you’ll feel as if you had a world class massage in             
your dreams.” 
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Estrangello reached over to untie Scorpio from the chair and          
the agent wriggled and rocked in his seat. 

“I eh-swear, Estrangello,” said Scorpio, “lay one finger or         
eh-snail on me and I’ll break your eh-spine.” 

“Relax, Mr. Scorpio. There’s more to looking beautiful with         
my treatments. You’ll feel beautiful once my snails have finished          
massaging, lathering, and trimming your body.” 

Agent Scorpio smelled more and more like Hawaiian Breeze         
as the sweat poured off of his forehead. 

Just as Estrangello’s fingers reached the ropes around        
Scorpio’s wrists, the door in the room was knocked down to the            
ground and a squad of armored men in riot gear trampled in the             
room and yelled. 

“You! Down on the floor!”  
“Rodriguez, untie that man from the chair!” 
The government official stepped over the unhinged door        

into the room with his hands on his hips and stood near            
Estrangello. He said, “For crimes committed internationally and        
in the city of Buenos Aires, I am placing you in our custody.             
Officers, arrest this man.” The official pointed to Scorpio. 

“This is impossible,” exclaimed Scropio as the armored men         
detained him. “There must be a mis-eh-stake. I am an eh-secret           
agent, Estrangello is who you’re after!”  

“Estrangello isn’t the one who is wanted in seven different          
countries! Take him away!” 

As the officers took away Scorpio, Estrangello put his robe          
back on and Alberto entered the room. 
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“Is it true?” Alberto asked the official. 
“Yes. The United States, Japan, Russia, England, France,        

Brazil, and Argentina have all been looking for Paco Hernandez          
for over three years.” 

Exaggerating and feigning his accent, Estrangello said, “He        
iz not Scorpeeo?” 

“No. Paco Hernandez from the Bronx. My men have         
followed his movements over the past two weeks in Buenos          
Aires in hopes of finding out who he worked for. We tried to             
pick up signals from his communications in his wrist device, but           
we determined it was just a regular Casio sports watch. We           
eventually saw him leave dead-drop packages underneath       
bridges and alleys, but he’d come back a few days later to pick             
them up for himself and take them back to a hotel room. When             
we intercepted a package it was only filled with shredded          
SkyMall magazines from the nineties. 

“He has broken into high security buildings all over the          
world, but we recently determined it was only for the thrill of it.             
All the work he did was cosmetic and without purpose.          
Knocking out guards, leaving worthless electronics with blinking        
red lights wherever he could. See?” 

The government official reached under the table in the room          
and pulled out a two inch box with a blinking red light. 

“He’s not a spy for any government or competitor of yours,           
Estrangello. We found out he’s just some middle-aged man         
from a rich family in New York City.” 
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In the back of the police van, Paco Hernandez sat on a            
bench between two officers in his light blue bathrobe with his           
hands cuffed behind his back. They rocked back and forth,          
jolting up and down in their seats with the bumps and dips on             
the jungle road.  

Paco looked towards the back window of the van and said,           
“Nice work getting me out. The explosives were planted and          
Operation Make-Over is a complete success.” 

One of the officers stared forward and the other shook his           
head. 

The driver reached his hand back to one of the officers,           
holding out a small pill container. 

"They found this inside the truck he stole. They might be his            
prescription." 

"Si," said Paco. "They are for my hispanic attacks." 
 
When the vehicle reached the police station, the two officers          

led their prisoner out of the van and towards the municipal           
building. 

Tilting his head and speaking into the collar of his bathrobe,           
the arrested man said, “This is eh-Scorpio. Commencing        
Operation Break-Out. Over and out.” 
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